TEVAC
MICA BAND HEATERS

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

Barrel Nut Strap – Standard Heater

TEVAC STANDARD
LOCK-UP HEATER OPTIONS

Clamping Tabs – Are available for applications where

Construction. High torque clamping straps
provide superior heat transfer and greatest heater
life; should be used whenever possible. Flexible
strap locating allows for easier installation.

straps impede openings for instrumentation. However,
high-torque clamping straps provide superior heat
transfer and should be used whenever possible.

OPTION 3

MANY
HEATERS
IN STOCK !

OPTION 4

Integral Straps — attached straps eliminate strap loss.
Especially helpful on large, 2 piece bands, where installation
of heater and separate strap may be awkward. Stainless
steel outer sheath provides low expansion clamping pressure
across the entire heater surface.

Wedge Lock — provides low profile clamping
where space is limited and can not be used.
Available in Type 3 or 4 leads.

TEVAC DESIGN OPTIONS

ONE PIECE

TWO PIECE

Standard Construction
The 1pc design allows for continuous
windings of the resistance ribbon with
minimal cold sections along the diameter
of the band.

H-HOLE

Two Piece Bands can be easily installed
over a cylinder rather than slipped on from
the end. Specify the line voltage and
wattage per half. Available in all lead
options.

IR-IRREGULAR SHAPE

Holes, Cut-Outs & Notches
Provide clearance for T/C probes, bolts,
etc. Specify hole locations in degrees from
center of gap. For critical locations provide
sample band or detailed drawing.
Available in all lead options. In many
cases an oversized gap can eliminate the
need for special holes.

Hexagonal, Rectangular,
Square, or Irregular Shaped
Heaters - offered for special
shaped dies and applications.
1 or 2pc construction is available.

E-EXPANDABLE

Expandable Bands are designed to
be opened and closed for quick
installation. They are shipped open
and should not be opened or
closed more than twice. Available
in all lead options.

TMN-T/C MOUNTING NUT

T/C Mounting Bracketsavailable for attachment to the
heater band strap to hold the T/C
sensor in place. Specify location.
1/8 NPT thread size standard,
other NPT sizes available.
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